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The most successful businesses are those
who surround themselves with employees,
consultants, and advisors that are experts in
their field. And while the world is full of talented
individuals who can help you, there are a number
of exceedingly accomplished CEO’s and CPA’s who
have integrated their businesses with
EMPLOYEEMAX Payroll & HR Solutions. This
means that they’re familiar with our comprehensive
online payroll and HR services and they know how
to use them to receive the most skilled and
affordable services available.
With over 40 years of payroll experience and a
leader in technical innovation, we know what our
clients and partners expect and deserve. We are
partners with our clients – Providing the most
convenient and affordable Internet-based payroll
and tax filing services in the industry.
A generation ago, calculating paychecks and
preparing quarterly reports was the sole domain
of accounting offices. As payroll became more
complex, practitioners began to shy away and
national providers rose to prominence. However,
their lack of customer service and with little
strategy to customize for their clients’ needs puts
EMPLOYEEMAX Payroll & HR Solutions as the top
choice in the payroll industry.
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Historically, clients either completed their payroll
processing inhouse, or completely outsourced it to an
accounting firm or a large payroll processor. Complete
backroom payroll models make it possible for both the
client and accountant to, in effect, utilize the payroll
sources of a large organization and work out an
arrangement for collaborating on payroll which
provides value to the client and profitability to the
accountant.
With one of the most robust Payroll/HR software
Platforms in the industry (EmployeeMax), this allows
our CPA/Accountant, Insurance, Banking & Financial
partners the ability to focus on client solutions while
providing the turnkey backroom payroll & tax filing
functions.
Are you doing your payroll in-house? Trying to navigate
the everchanging world of payroll and State & Local
Taxes (PA ACT 32)? Are you outsourcing to another
provider? Looking for that perfect payroll partner
for your firm?
Maybe it’s time to see what all the excitement is
about! We Love Simple … and we think you will too.

“The most successful
businesses are those who
surround themselves with
employees, consultants, and
advisors that are experts in
their field.”

